
 
 

PROFESSIONAL FRAMING 
 
A Few Things to Consider: 

• Display Destination:  
o Check to see if the Gallery, Museum or other space have hanging requirements 
o Some galleries require plexi-glass over glass. Some require very specific style hanging 

elements. 
• Exhibition Requirements:  

o If you are entering an exhibit be sure that your work fits the requirements in terms of size 
and how it will be presented. Some spaces may not want to hang work that is not 
protected by glass. 

• Shipping Costs: 
o If you are doing an exhibit proposal or just entering an exhibit that will require shipping 

your work consider the cost. Shipping is not cheap these days, so consider the size and 
weight of your works as that is what drives up shipping costs. Plexi-glass is lighter so it 
is often a good choice for shipping, especially in large pieces. 

• Permanence: The mounting materials you choose will affect the permanence of your print. 
Archival materials (acid-free mat board, archival inks, tapes) will last longer but are more 
expensive. Galleries, museums, and of course those who purchase your work will prefer that it 
be archival. For silver gelatin prints it is important that you take great care in the print 
development stage as this may determine its archival quality. Using a selenium toner will aid in 
creating a more permanent print.  

• Mat Board:  
o Color: Neutral white is used often because it does not detract attention from the print. I 

suggest matching the paper base color with the mat board color.  
o Mat Thickness: Mats come in different thicknesses such as 2-ply, 4-ply or 8-ply. 

Generally, thicker boards are more expensive. 2-ply is acceptable for small prints, but a 
thicker ply is better for large print both for appearance and stability. 

o Archival Quality: Archival mat board is often called museum board. You can also check 
that it says acid-free. 

 
Presentation Options: 

• Dry Mounting: When mounting prints that curl or have bumps dry mounting is a must.  
• Mounted Prints: Mounted prints are “bleed-mounted” prints that have no border. The print with 

no border is mounted onto a single mat surface. A mounted print is a simple presentation. It 
may be an wonderful option for prints that have a deckled or alternative edge. 

• Mounted Print with no Bleed: Another option (although not tradition and may be more 
applicable to digital prints) is to print the image on inkjet paper that matches the size of the 
frame dimensions. For example, you can print a 10x10 image on 16x16 inkjet paper and mount 
the entire 16x16 print on 16x16 mat board. The white area of the paper serves as the border for 
the frame.  

• Overmat: An overmat, also called a window mat, provides additional protection for the print. 
You can use photo corners for sturdy images or you can mount the image on a backing board. 
If your print curls or has bumps you will want to mount the print to the backing board. 

• DIY or Professional Framing:  
o DIY: If you are going to frame it yourself, then you better practice. If you are going to 

present an image you take pride in then you want to present it in a way that you can be 
proud of. If framing is not done with great craftsmanship then it will take attention away 
from your print. 



o Professional Framing: If you are just not skilled with mounting, matting and framing it is 
best to leave it to the professionals. If you just don’t have access to professional framing 
materials (mat cutter, dry mount press), then you will want to leave it to the professionals. 
For example, I frame all my small works, but leave the big works up to professionals. 

• Frame Styles: 
o Metal Frames: You can purchase metal frames that are already put together or you can 

purchase metal frames in the exact length you need. Metal frames come in a variety of 
“profiles” that range in how deep they extend off the wall as well in the thickness of the 
front face. You can also choose from flat tops or rounded tops. Traditional colors for 
photographic works are black, silver, grays, etc. You can also choose between glossy 
and flat finishes. Metal frames can scratch, but the scratches may not be as obvious on 
metal as they are on wood. 

o Wooden Frames:  Wooden frames can also offer a beautiful presentation. Just like metal 
frames they come in a variety of colors and finishes. Wooden frames must be well taken 
care of as they scratch easily. 

o No Frame: Works that are not meant to be frames are those that have alternative 
presentation methods, just as canvas that has information on the edges, works on wood, 
installation pieces, etc.  

 
A Few Frame Vendors if you are doing it yourself: 

• Hobby Lobby: has a variety of wooden frames and metal frames. Be sure that whatever you 
purchase has the option of holding the proper hanging elements. 

• Jerry’s Artarama 
• Dick Blick 
• Light Impressions Direct 
• Frames By Mail (you can order everything {frame, plexi, mat board} to size) 

 
 
	


